
AP US History:  Summer Assignment 2020 
Mr. Willard (60 points total) 

 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin, by Harriet Beecher Stowe 

 
When Harriet Beecher Stowe visited the White House as Abraham 

Lincoln’s honored guest, the president reportedly said, “So you’re the little 
woman that wrote the book that made this great war?”  Uncle Tom’s Cabin 
sold over 300,000 copies in 1852, became the best selling novel of the 19th 
century, and has been translated into over a dozen languages since its initial 
publication.  It is credited with heightening the public’s awareness of 
slavery, fueling the antislavery movement, and widening the divide between 
the North and the South on the eve of the American Civil War. 
 
 

Summer Assignment Directions 
 
 

1.  Read this classic American novel and respond to the short-answer 
questions listed on this assignment sheet according to the rubric. 
 
2.  You have two ways to enjoy the novel, Uncle Tom’s Cabin.  
 

Free Online Full Text (Print Version) 
Free Online Full Text (Audio Version) 

 
3.  The summer assignment is due on the first day of school this fall and will 
serve as your first exam grade.  Your responses must be handwritten! 
Typed assignments will not be accepted.  Purchase a generously-sized 3-ring 
binder, into which you should place your written responses for submission to 
me on day #1.  Thank you.  
 
4.  If concerns arise with this assignment this summer, please contact me. 

 
bwillard@gasd-pa.org. 

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/203/203-h/203-h.htm#link2HCH0012
https://archive.org/details/uncle_toms_cabin_librivox
mailto:bwillard@gasd-pa.org


Free Response Questions for “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” 
 

1.  “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” is full of vivid scenes of slavery’s evils.  Identify one of those 
scenes that is especially indelible.  Analyze how Northerners and Southerners would have 
reacted differently to the poignant episode you referenced. 
 
2. Mr. Shelby, Mr. Haley, St. Clare, and Simon Legree 
Compare and contrast the ways in which two of the characters from the list above are 
responsible for perpetuating slavery?  Do any of the four characters evoke any sympathy 
from you concerning their predicament?  What is Stowe’s intent in presenting her readers 
with such a broad spectrum of characters involved in the Peculiar Institution?  
 
3. Mrs. Shelby, Eliza, Eva, and Cassy 
Harriet Beecher Stowe was involved with the Women’s Rights movement of the mid 19th 
century.  The female characters in her story model assertive qualities that Harriet Beecher 
Stowe felt all women possessed.  Analyze the assertive qualities that one of the women 
demonstrates citing specific passages that reinforce your argument.  To what extent did 
the qualities ascribed to the female characters in the story contradict America’s image of 
women in the 19th century?  
 
4.  After reading “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”, people of the 1850’s were bothered by the fact 
that Tom never resisted and always remained passive throughout the novel.  In fact, the 
phrase “Uncle Tom” emerged as a disparaging label, in the latter part of the 19th century, 
that denoted an African American who acted according to white society’s expectations. 
Explain whether you believe Tom’s passiveness detracts from the power of the book or 
strengthens it.  What was Stowe trying to accomplish by depicting her protagonist in this 
manner? 
 
5.  How does Harriet Beecher Stowe use sarcasm as an effective tool to undermine 
proslavery arguments?  Transcribe a passage from the book where you believe she uses 
sarcasm effectively.  Analyze the passage.  What argument was she really trying to make 
through the passage?  To what extent does her use of sarcasm enhance the argument? 
 

 
Short Answer Rubric 

 
12 points 

 
The response specifically 
addresses all aspects of the 
question, thoroughly satisfies 
the historical thinking and 
writing skills prescribed, is 
original, and is succinct and 
focused.  

8 points 
 

The response addresses all or 
most of the aspects of the 
question, may not satisfy the 
historical thinking and writing 
skills completely, may 
wander from its focus, but  is 
original. 

4 points 
 

The response addresses most 
of the aspects of the question, 
does not satisfy the historical 
thinking and writing skills 
completely, could be more 
focused, but  is original. 

0 points 
 

The response is off topic or 
does not grasp the focus of 
the question, does not satisfy 
the historical thinking and 
writing skills, and the 
originality might be in 
question. 



 


